ZeroStat DuraCoat
Enhanced Wear Static Control Floor Finish

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

No “special”
application
procedures!

wear resistance

Your Floor, a major component showing the pride your Company places on
cleanliness, aesthetics and value.
THE final touch in making your
environ-ment into a shopper friendly
show-place for your Customers? NO!
User induced static discharges can
con-stantly ZAP the pleasure from the
shopping experience while scuff
marks, dirt and static induced dust
build-up can dull “standard” floor finishes reducing the value and becoming a cumbersome maintenance nightmare.

Non yellowing

APPLICATION & MAINTENANCE

Extremely easy

Best results are obtained when the
finish is applied to surfaces which are

Eliminates
static discharges

Reduces dust
and the need
to continually
dust mop
Exceptional

application

Competitively
priced

o

60 F or warmer. Remove old finish or
wax with ZeroStat Strip. Mop up or
vacuum the stripping solution and
rinse the floor thoroughly with clean
water. Optimum appearance and
gloss is obtained with five coats of
finish. Apply thin even coats, allowing
the finish to dry for approximately 3045 minutes, depending on humidity
and temperature, between coats.

Recoating existing finish: Wash the
floor with Tops Neutral Cleaner and
allow it to dry. Apply thin even coats,
allowing the finish to dry for
approximately 30-45 minutes.
Routine maintenance program: Floor
surfaces should be swept with a clean
dry mop. Damp mop floors daily to
remove soil, salt, and film deposits. .
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SAFETY INFORMATION

Health
Flammability
Reactivity
Personal Protection
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This material is not a hazardous mixture as defined
in 29 CFR 1919, 1200 and M.G.L. c. 111F. Safety
glasses and gloves should be worn during
application and handling. If ingested, drink milk,
water, or fruit juice and induce vomiting with oil of
ipecac. In the event of eye contact, flush area with
water for 15 minutes. Consult with a physician. For
detailed information, consult MSDS sheet.
SPECIFICATIONS

GROUND
ZERO

18

+

0.6%
25%
8.2 - 9.0
89 @ 5 coats
Translucent white
8.55
0.5 minimum
1 year minimum
at room temperature
Freeze/Thaw Stability
3 cycles minimum
Drying Time
30 - 45 minutes
Water Resistance
Excellent
2
+
Gallon Coverage (Feet )
2000 10%
Durability (ASTM D-968)
3,680 grams
Nonvolatile Solids
Total Active
pH
0
Gloss 60
Color
Weight Per Gallon
Slip Resistance (ASTM)
Stability

ELECTROSTATICS
P.O. Box 70
Bradenton, Florida 34206
Toll Free: 877-463-1376
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